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And Tradition of Bank Note Excellence
Canadians Extend New Series

By Harold Don Allen

Canada's new $5 note (above and
below) joins its new $10 note
released last year. C OLLECTORS WITH INTEREST IN CURRENT PAPER

money of other nations will have noted that Canada's central bank,
the Bank of Canada, has released a second denomination in the pro-
posed five-note series, which it is referring to as "Canadian

Journey." The new note, a blue $5, portrays Sir Wilfrid Laurier, Liberal prime
minister from 1896 to 1911.

The back of the new $5 shows children skating, tobogganing, playing ice
hockey, in an appropriate outdoor setting.

The companion $10 note, in purple, depicts Sir John A. Macdonald,
Conservative prime minister from 1867 to 1871 and from 1878 to 1891. It was
released early in 2001 and was shown in the 1st Paper Money International
Special Issue last fall. Its distinctive reverse features allusions to Canada's
armed services, peacekeeping, and remembrance.

Corresponding $20, $50, and $100 denominations are understood to be
in an advanced planning stage, with such higher values possibly to be printed
on polymer plastic. The two low denominations use 100 per cent cotton bank
note paper. The $5 currently is Canada's lowest bank note denomination, tra-
ditional $1 and $2 values having been wholly replaced by coins.

The three higher values are to feature reengraved portraits of personages
already identified with the respective denominations. Thus, Queen Elizabeth
II, as Canada's head of state, will be on the $20, with William Lyon Mackenzie
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King and Sir Robert Borden, more recent Canadian prime ministers, on the
$50 and $100, respectively.

New Canadian notes released to date have incorporated the expected
turn-of-millennium range of anti-counterfeiting devices, with dominant, out-
standing portraiture; skillful use of intaglio for lettering, scrollwork and
vignettes; microlettering; and design elements that shift when viewed oblique-
ly.

Identified as Issue of 2002, the $5 value carries engraved signatures of
Malcolm D. Knight, senior deputy
governor, and David R. Dodge,
governor, with releases thus far
carrying the inital printing date,
2001.

The portrait engraver for the
new Laurier $5 has been identified
as Czeslaw Slania, an internation-
ally acclaimed practitioner, with
completion by Jorge Peral, artistic
director of Canadian Bank Note

Company. The Macdonald likeness, for the $10 had been engraved by Peral.
In contrast to some decades ago when several large firms of security

printers tended to dominate much of world paper money production, these
new notes may be viewed as an essentially "made in Canada" product.

Canada has a tradition of superior bank note work, however, much of it
by American Bank Note Company, New York or Ottawa; Canadian Bank
Note Company (then an ABNCo subsidiary); and British American Bank Note
Company (whose origins were as a Victorian Canadian firm).
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Interesting examples of traditional
Canadian note design include the
Canadian Bank of Commerce $20 alle-
gorical classic of 1935, with King
Neptune (with trident), Mercury, and
sea maidens (above); the Dominion of
Canada $5 legal tender "train note" of
1912 (detail at left); and the Bank of
Montreal $50 depicting senior bank
officers of 1931.
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